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Executive summary 

The Fashion Retail Academy (FRA) knows what is required to prepare young people for employment; 

a fit-for-purpose venue, training programmes that industry value, teachers with industry experience, 

work experience and exposure and genuine employer demand.  

We have demonstrable success designing and scaling up education-to-employment programmes. 

These have, and will continue to, achieve exceptional outcomes for London’s young people 

regardless of their background. 

We see an opportunity, similar to that observed at our organisation’s inception, to open another 

talent pipeline to digital roles while refreshing our estate and technology to the benefit of every 

learner. 

This will bring benefits in terms of educational outcomes, social returns, productivity gains for 

industry and lower operating costs for the FRA. 

Without additional investment our ability to capitalise on this opportunity, with significant employer 

buy-in and investment, will be substantially impaired. 

 

The opportunity 

Investing in the FRA’s infrastructure is an opportunity to open up a new talent pipeline around digital 

skills, securing employment outcomes for young people and supporting business growth and 

productivity. At the same time, the experience of all our learners will be enhanced through the 

provision of specialist IT equipment. 

It will also deepen industrial engagement in the mechanisms of further education, developing 

qualifications that capture the knowledge and skill essentials necessary for enabling larger-scale 

development of able employees to growth roles. 

By the nature of our current student cohort and our fashion focus, the investment will engage young 

women, who are under-represented in the digital industry, to follow a career they are passionate 

about in a functional category they would otherwise not pursue. 

 

The FRA’s history and offer 

The FRA was established through joint investment by government and a consortium of UK retailers, 

led by the Arcadia group, Marks and Spencer, Tesco, Next and Experian (formerly GUS). This initial 

government-matched investment has been followed by an outpouring of support from other 

retailers who provide work placement, master classes, materials to aid teaching and other resources 

to equip FRA student for their careers. 

With a clear focus on securing employment for young people, the Academy has worked closely with 

industry and awarding bodies to design programmes aimed a key skills-shortage roles. These 

programmes are enriched through exposure to industry’s leading figures through master classes, 



student projects which are co-designed and assessed by industry experts and centrally coordinated 

work placements. These aspects of the offer have features of our courses prior to the advent of 

study programmes policy. 

 

Factors that underlie the FRA’s success 

The following factors underlie the FRA’s success to date, as well as the rationale for this investment 

opportunity. It is our experience that all of these factors have to be in place at the same time to 

achieve the outcomes we seek for our learners and industry: 

A fit-for-purpose venue, designed by industry for industry. At its inception, the structure and design 

of the FRA was conceived and realised working closely with industry. Care was taken to create an 

environment that would meet industry’s own standards – ie what high-end fashion and design 

brands would expect of their own workplaces for their own staff, or from suppliers they work with. 

This includes both the quality physical environment and the type of technologies available for use 

within it. This factor cannot be under-weighted in terms of its importance to achieving credible 

employer engagement and employment outcomes. 

Programmes that industry value. The courses on offer at the FRA have been developed with a clear 

focus on the types of roles they lead to, particularly at level 4. FRA staff, industry and awarding 

bodies worked in close collaboration to develop these programmes. This process is both time 

consuming, costly and essential to keep programmes relevant. 

Teachers with industry experience. Our teachers and course leaders have worked in industry, very 

often in the roles which they are preparing learners to take on. This gives our learners an edge. 

Work experience and exposure. There is no better way to learn a trade than to experience it first 

hand, or to hear about if from experts in the field. By centrally coordinating work placements for 

study programmes comprehensive access to these experiences is provided to all our learners. 

Master classes involving leading figures in industry are core to all study programmes. Development 

projects are co-designed and assessed by industry for the benefit of participating learners. These 

experiences are what differentiate our programmes and underpin their success.  

Genuine employer demand. Since its inception the FRA has been careful to lay on programmes that 

lead directly to priority jobs in industry. The roles for which retailers are experiencing skills gaps are 

carefully targeted.   

  



Securing employment and progression outcomes – the FRA’s track record 

As securing progression is core to the FRA’s mission, regular investment is made in collecting and 

assessing data on the destinations of graduating learners. Annually, an external company (J2Profit) is 

hired to conduct a survey of our learners 6 months after they leave.  

Learner outcomes 

Table 1 below shows the proportion of learners going onto work, education or apprenticeships by 

level of course studied for 2013/14 leavers. As a whole, 90% progress to positive destinations with 

72% of learner achieving employment (including apprenticeships) and 18% progressing to further or 

higher education. This is on par with rates seen nationally for 1st degree graduates1. 

Table 1 – Progression outcomes for 2013/14 student leavers by level of study 

 
N = 226 (sample size by category in brackets after name) 

These outcomes vary distinctly by level of course, with Level 3 acting as a staging point for either 

work or further study (learner progressing in the main to Higher Education). Level 4 acts as a more 

focused route to employment, with 82% getting jobs after completing their studies. 

Learner outcomes by deprivation 

Our students progress regardless of their background. Through appropriate support, training and 

guidance student outcomes are relatively evenly distributed across socio-economic groups (see table 

2 below), including for those experiencing significant barriers. 

Table 2 – Progression outcomes for 2013/14 leavers by deprivation (IMD*) 

N = 208 (sample size by category in brackets after name)    * - Indices of multiple deprivation 2010 by decile 

  

                                                           
1
 Source: HESA Destinations of Leavers from Higher Education in 2012/13 – 71% working, 17% studying, 7.8% unemployed, 4.4% other  
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What the additional funding will enable 

The additional match funding would facilitate the delivery of additional outputs outlined in Appendix 

1 by the following means. 

Creating an environment that meets the standards and expectations of industry. The factors 

necessary for achieving the outcomes we envisage have been outlined in detail. Creating a physical 

environment that is both credible and meets the expectations of fashion-focused, design orientated 

and dynamic industry partners is an essential. It is a necessary element in bringing employers closer 

to the student developmental journey, and by extension enhancing the quality of the study 

programmes. 

In a broader sense, it will also support the Academy’s ability to facilitate development sessions for 

new sector-priority qualifications, bringing additional benefits beyond our institutional boundaries. 

Meeting these standards does increase the costs base of the capital project, but will bring 

demonstrable and long-term benefits in terms of learner outcomes as well as assure deeper and 

broader employer engagement in the future.  

Specialist IT equipment suitable for the development of digital skills and services. The FRA’s 

technical infrastructure is in need of renewal and does not currently meet the basic standards 

required to deliver a digital curriculum, or to win the benefits of moving the delivery of curriculum 

content online. This equipment is essential to both of these specific aims, but will also bring wider 

benefits to all the Academy’s learners through carefully planning access to equipment to broaden 

student’s capabilities.  

Increase in the number of young women entering digital roles. The Academy’s student body is 90% 

female, a pattern that has held for years. By introducing opportunities to study and progress into 

digital roles that also meet their aspirations of entering the fashion industry, the Academy can 

contribute to a rebalancing of a currently under-represented demographic. 

 

Outputs and outcomes – additional value for money 

The additional outputs are outlined in Appendix 1, already submitted. These outputs have been 

conservatively estimated and include only the difference in output resulting from the development 

project envisaged. 

These outputs will translate into beneficial outcomes with a substantial monetary value in terms of 

increased contribution to GVA, savings to the public purse due to reducing the number of NEETs, etc. 

The aggregate value of these elements will be well in excess of project benefits indicated in 

estimates and submissions to date. 

 

 

 

 



Name Job Title No of Days No of Hours Hourly rate £ Total cost £

Senior Project Manager 5 35 100 3,500                 
Project Manager 70 490 75 36,750               
Designer 45 318 30 9,540                 
Designer 45 316 30 9,480                 

Group Chief Executive 5 35 700 24,500               
Property Director 5 35 500 17,500               
Head of Design 5 35 150 5,250                 
Finance Controller 5 35 100 3,500                 

TOTAL 185 1299 1685 110,020             

FRA Refurbishment Project - Donation in Kind
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Priority skills and apprenticeship programmes: attraction, delivery and development 
• For genuine and lasting employer engagement, the training delivery infrastructure needs to 

meet industry standards and minimum expectations. Where the employers engaged are from 
head offices and high-end brands, their expectations are high. This requires significant 
ongoing investment. 

• In areas of high employer demand, which are often niche established roles (eg garment 
technology or merchandising), there are persistent issues with communicating the available 
opportunities to prospective students, who perceive working in the retail sector as working in a 
shop. Building engagement through an IAG offer and better engagement with schools to raise 
awareness of these opportunities is both costly and essential.  

• Where there are significant skills shortages, this also applies to the availability of teachers in 
these areas. This increases the costs of recruitment. 

• Awarding bodies under-invest in niche markets, due to low volumes of qualifications they will 
be able to market compared with development opportunities with mass market appeal. What 
this means in practice is that the research and expertise has to be provided at provider level, 
where contact with local employer is established, to make the accreditation process an 
attractive investment. This issue particularly impacts on level 4 courses and apprenticeships. 

 
Start-up potential 

• The high costs associated with developing a business idea to start up in central London is a 
well-established barrier. Developing a customer base is a key challenge for any business. 
Although a number of ‘incubators’ are in place which provide wrap around support, they do 
not have strong links with a community of large and established retailers and or an in-house 
raft of allied specialist provision which  can either upskill start-ups or provide a home for 
entrepreneurial graduates of these courses. This provides an opportunity, particularly for start-
ups orientated to supplying services to established retailers through brokering links at low 
cost, and increasing the prevalence of substantive transactions.  

 
As high quality facilities, the capacity to build demand around opportunity, the ability to attract 
teaching talent of a sufficient calibre and to provide high levels of course development support are 
required in unison, it very rarely happens. The high costs and positive externalities of providing this 
set up, and underlying competition for talent between retailers, is why little investment in joint 
facilities occurs in the private sector – with notable the exception of the Fashion Retail Academy. 
Since its establishment, these issues have been present and overcome. To extend this practice to new 
areas of established employer demand, we now need to improve our infrastructure.  
 
This investment will allow us to: 

• Develop facilities to deliver digital and ecommerce provision: High street retailers impacted by 
the rapid growth of ecommerce and digital technologies are experiencing skill shortages. The 
demand for digital skills has never been higher, with almost 20% of all retail sales now online, 
the need for competent new entrants to the workforce will continue to intensify. 

• Provide facilities to support a more proactive IAG and careers offer, focused mainly at schools. 
• Enhance the experience of all existing and future learners expanding on the FRA’s success in 

developing fit for purpose education that leads directly to employment (evidenced by the 90% 
of graduates who are working in the sector or progress to higher levels of education). We will 
work with industry to pioneer provision (to Level 4) in digital creative skills to give Londoners 
(and particularly those entering the labour market) – the skills they need to secure 
employment. 

• Apprenticeships and Traineeships are not currently fit-for-purpose in the sector, with no 
credible routes at higher levels. Providing the facilities to enable their development and 
delivery will help to address employer demand for skills and trade knowledge from the 
resurgence of smaller fashion retail businesses across the capita, as well as progression routes 
to niche roles in established outfits. 
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3 Applications should describe in this section how the project relates to FE Capital Priorities 
and to the LEP’s priorities for the FE Capital Programme and the Jobs and Growth Plan.  
Responses should be limited to 500 words.  

4 Applications should outline the outputs, outcomes and benefits to be delivered by the 
project. Outputs can be inserted as appropriate in section 4b and applicants are not limited 
to the core outputs included, or additional benefits included in the prospectus.  All outputs 
should be quantified providing an annual total as appropriate or total over the lifetime of 
the project. Where any assumptions made are not clear please include comments to explain. 
  
Applicants should explain how the proposal compliments existing provision in the skills 
sector(s) relevant to the application and how the proposal links into other related 
proposals/provision, known to the applicant. 
 

5 Projects applying for funding for capital works should complete sections 5a, 5b and 5c.  
Where an applicant is seeking funding only for equipment or technology only 5d of the 
Property, Estate and Equipment section should be completed. If a project is seeking funding 
for both types of investment all sections should be completed.   

Include a description of the current condition of the estate and an explanation about how 
the investment will effect and improve this. 

State how the project will address any actions or recommendations of any recent Ofsted 
Report(s).   

6 Project costs, funding and expenditure information should be provided. Applicants should 
provide evidence supporting cost assumptions and to demonstrate the availability of match 
funding. 

Complete the table of costs, state whether costs include VAT and confirm whether the 
organisation is VAT registered or exempt. 

Costs for a dedicated Project Manager are to be included where the project is of sufficient 
scale. 

Provide the grant to match ratio, where the ratio does not meet the 2:1 requirement then 
please provide an explanation and the reason(s) why this is the case. Please note, a lower 
match commitment may  be considered where the proportion of estate in poor condition 
(SFA classification of C or D category) is 40% or higher. Applicants will need to demonstrate 
a strong business case for the enhanced grant commitment. 

Provide details of any SFA capital funding received during the last 5 years, state the amount 
and briefly what the funding was used for.  

The sources of match funding must be specified.  Where match funding is not secured 
provide details for securing match, include timescales. State whether funding from other 
sources is dependent on spend within specific time periods.  Include details of any 
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FE Capital Investment Fund Round 2 Fast track – Further Clarifications 
 
Applicant Name: Fashion Retail Academy 

 

Please see the below clarifications. These clarifications are from our external advisers in costs and building surveying and from the 

evaluators. Please note that the expected percentages for preliminaries, risk and inflation are based on bench marking against current 

schemes. 

 

GLA 
Ref. 

 Clarification question Response 

C 1 Has the contract for main works now been awarded? If yes please 

update the cost plan template, the programme and the monthly 

expenditure profile and update whether the costs are forecast or 

final cost as appropriate?  

The contracts for main works have been awarded.  Attached are 

Appendices 7, 8 & 19 revised to reflect the actual costs. 

C 2 The Initial Order of Cost Estimate does not reflect the level of 

design information available; Stage 3 architectural drawings have 

been included, but the cost estimate has very little pricing detail. 

Costs have been applied on a general £/ft2 basis using gross 

internal floor area and no specific measurements have been 

undertaken, e.g. new partitions and doors have been priced on the 

overall GIFA rather than being measure and quantified. This 

approach is more common with feasibility estimates and is not 

deemed appropriate for this stage of a project. Can you review and 

provide justification or inform us of any changes? 

 

Attached as Appendix 23 is the FRA Tender Report with a clear 

breakdown of the costs per floor as received from the main 

contractors (building, mechanical and electrical).  Since then some 

negotiations have taken place in reducing even further some of 

these costs as illustrated in the new revised Update cost Plan. 

 

 

C 3 The ground floor works, as detailed in the supporting cost estimate, 

states "No Works to ExWc's G24/24A" (assumed to mean "existing 

WCs"). However, the Architect's Room Schedule Brief states "New 

WC's, cubicles and basins, new finishes to floors and walls" to G24 

and similar finishes to G24A. This implies that the estimated costs 

do not fully reflect the works. Please can you review and provide 

justification or inform us of any changes? 

 

There were some alterations to some of the plans that took place 

further down the lines.  Attached in Appendix 24 are the plans as 

issued by the Architects in the tender submissions. 

C 4 We would expect Preliminaries to be between 8-10% not 3%. 

Please provide justification or review allowances with the contractor 

input and inform us of any changes? 

The preliminaries represent 6% of the total building work as 

submitted by the main contractor.  These are definitive numbers. 

The contractor is a preferred supplier of Arcadia and does not see 



any changes to its preliminaries amount.  

C 5 We would expect Risk allowances to be nearer 8-10% rather than 

4%. Please provide justification or review allowances with the 

contractor input and inform us of any changes? 

The risk allowance is reflecting the fact that the project has been 

very tightly managed by the Arcadia Project manager and that all 

details have been reviewed and anticipated.  Contractors have 

allowed for some provisional sums. 

C 6 There are no inflation allowances we would expect 1.3%. Please 

provide justification or review allowances with the contractor input 

and inform us of any changes?? 

There is no inflation as the contract work is based on 10 weeks 

schedule to be delivered by 31 August on a fixed agreed price and 

reflected in the contract. 

C 7 Overheads and profits are not included please justify or review 

allowances with the contractor input and inform us of any changes? 

All contractors following their submission were asked to remove 

any profit in that work and to provide at a cost basis.  This is 

reflected is the revised numbers as shown in the Updated cost 

Plan. 

C 8 Please confirm the programme completion date as the programme 

shows 31st August, the FE Capital cost breakdown states 30th 

September 2015 and the monthly expenditure profile Dec 2015. 

Please revise the programme/ monthly expenditure profile as 

necessary (this should now be fixed following tender/contract 

award). 

 

Completion is expected on 1st September with formal and final 

handover of the whole building on 6th September. 

Revised programme as attached. 

C 9 Can you explain why there are large sums in the monthly 

expenditure profile in Oct-Dec 2105 despite project competition in 

30th August/ September 2015? 

 

Payments for contractors are 30 days from invoice end of month.  

The main contractors schedule of payments are:  

- 25% after 4 weeks, provided that the Trade Contractor has 

complied with the Contract Programme (invoice on 22nd 

July, payment 31st August) 

- 25% after 8 weeks, provided that the Trade Contractor has 

complied with the Contract Programme (invoice 22nd 

August, payment 30th September) 

- 25% on practical completion of the Trade Contract Works 

(invoice 1st September, payment 30th September) 

- 20% on completion of snagging (invoice 8th September, 

payment 30th October) 

- 2.5% on delivery of health and safety file (invoice 8th 

September, payment 30th October) 

- 2.5% on agreement of final account and satisfactory 

rectification of defects identified in the Rectification Period. 

 



C 10 Is the project intended to be subject to a formal BREEAM 

Assessment, the application is unclear whether BREEAM (very 

good) will be achieved and where the costs for this process have 

been covered? 

There is no intention to carry out a formal BREEAM assessment as 

the cost would be prohibitive. 

C 11 Can you confirm that the agreed contract sum includes for all 

necessary works? E.g. costs of BREEAM (Very good)? 

yes 

C 12 The risk register doesn’t include detailed construction risks. Please 

undertake a full risk assessment with the appointed main contractor 

to define potential project impacts.  

 

Appendix 29 is the CPHSP from main contractor. 

C 13 Please review VAT allowance or explain the application of 18.44%  See new Appendix 19 

B 14 Can you provide a description of the intended mechanical, electrical 

and voice/data works, what are they and how are they allowed for 

in the cost plan?  

 

Mechanical work – mainly dealing with air circulation in some 

rooms.  Appendix 31 drawings 

Electrical work – rewiring new lighting system, hard wiring the 

whole fire alarm system.  Appendix 31 drawings 

Data/ voice works – installing new data cabling for all new IT 

equipment.  Appendix 31 drawings 

B 15 Please provide a copy of Marwick Architects drawing 1506/100 to 

allow proposed internal finishes to be reviewed against suitability 

and budget cost. 

Appendix 25 

B 16 Please provide written confirmation obtained from the Landlord that 

formal approval to the alterations is not required, or that a formal 

application for consent is lodged with the Landlord.  

Appendix 26 is a signed Licence for Alteration as agreed with the 

landlord.  I have requested a scanned copy from our solicitor 

which should be on its way. 

B 17 Please provide information on the procurement routes used already 

and going forward, as well as the form of contract to be used, 

defects liability periods and retentions? 

Appendix 27 is a copy of the contract used for appointing the main 

contractors. 

 

Procurement for the main building, M&E work was made through 

Arcadia & FRA preferred supplier list.  Furniture and lightings are 

being procured through the services of an independent furniture 

dealer Showcase and approved Arcadia suppliers.   

 

B 18 The application form makes reference to the installation of double 

glazing – is this included in the cost plan, and if so where? 

Additional double glazing will be installed in 3 rooms of the 

building.  All of them have been priced by the main contractor and 

included in the Appendix 23 summery of tenders in lines Part 6 

Fixtures / fittings, Part 7 Fixtures / fittings and Part 8 Fixtures/ 

fittings. 



B 19 How do the various parts of the procurement and installation 

process fit together, i.e. construction, IT infrastructure and 

equipment, furniture, lift, etc.  

 

The main Programme plan Appendix 28 has already scheduled 

most of the work.  The IT infrastructure and equipment will be 

worked on parallel from 1 July 2015 and installation will take place 

in server rooms week starting 03rd August.  IT equipment will be 

installed in classrooms and hubs in the week starting 1st 

September. 

B 20 From the application form it is not clear how the specialist 

equipment will be procured/ purchased. Will this be procured 

directly through FRA or the contractor? If the specialist equipment 

is procured/purchased by FRA please ensure that the specialist 

equipment as identified in the application form are included in the 

appropriate line of the cost plan – i.e. under 11.9  not 4.0 

All specialist equipment has been tendered through 3 suppliers and 

the tender has been supported by Arcadia buying department.  

This equipment will be purchased by FRA so that FRA can benefit 

from the support and the warranty on this. 

B 21 When does the Academy reopen for teaching, how is the fitting out 

programmed to meet this start date? 

 

The formal start of teaching is on 7th September 2015.  The whole 

work will be completed and handed over for snagging on 1st 

September.  Some handover of some floors or areas with 

completed snagging may take place earlier during the month of 

August. 

B 22 What considerations have been given to the operation of the 

Academy in the event that all works are not completed by the 

advised date? 

If some work are not completed in time, the potential delay will be 

flagged out at earlier as possible and completion will be given to 

teaching delivery areas.  The whole building will not be fully 

timetabled until February 2016. 

O 23 Can you clarify why you have assessed the benefits for only 5 

years? We normally expect benefits to be assessed over a longer 

period and in your case the remainder of your lease which is 10 

years.  

 

10 years calculation has now been made on the assumption that 

further significant capital investment will take place within that 

period.  This remains questionable as in the world of retail fashion 

and digital things are changing very rapidly and the current 

investment may have to be consolidated with some further 

investments in future years in order to sustain the level of outputs 

and outcomes in years 6 to 10. 

O 24 The programme is very high level and no details of construction in 

the programme. Please include a construction programme. 

 

Appendix 28 is the project programme in details as approved by 

CDM. 

0 25 Please keep us updated on the 90k of match funding.  Currently the picture is : 

£68,000 from FRA surplus 2014/15 

£22,000 from Oracle & Experian in kind (confirmation letter 

available next Tuesday) 

 



0 26 Please include a timetable for when proposed environmental 

measures will be introduced and how their impact will be monitored 

and reported 

See appendix 30 

 

0 27 Have you explored the provision of cycle parking bays on site?  Yes and have contacted both councils to discuss possibility to have 

additional cycling bays made available.  Westminster Council has 

indicated that some bays had been installed at the corner of 

Tottenham Court road.  FRA external space is very limited and no 

sufficient space for such provision is possible.  The Rathbone Place 

redevelopment has cycling parking included in its plan. 

0 28 Please develop your answer to 4.a (ii) and explain how your project 

explains or capitalises on wider regeneration /change in the West 

End e.g. Rathbone Place redevelopment, Crossrail 

One of the key criteria of success of this project is to provide small 

and large businesses with the opportunity to develop, test and 

commissioned new approaches to fashion retail with the support 

and expertise of a wide range of industry specialists, in a fit-for-

purpose environment.  The Fashion Retail Academy building is a 

stone throw from the Rathbone Place redevelopment and some of 

the new public routes being created will be having sight to the new 

Retail Hub with its window display onto Rathbone Place.  This 

development is the largest development in Fitzrovia in recent years 

with 33,000 sq metres o office floorspace, 5,700 sq metres of 

restaurant and shops.  Similtunously Tottenham Court station and 

its surrounding is being redeveloped as part of the Urban Real of 

Crossrail.  Fashion Retail Academy new refurbishment will benefit 

from these programmes and with a busy and organised 

environment the academy will be able to offer start-up businesses 

and some large businesses with the ideal location to present, pilot 

and display new initiatives. 

 

O 29 In the prospectus it states that “applicants should demonstrate an 

ability to provide 2:1 match funding (meaning that for every £1 

invested from the FE Capital Fund, there should be an additional £2 

invested from other sources).  The LEP acknowledges that it has a 

responsibility to learners as a funder of further education capital 

investment in London and to support skills providers in their duty to 

ensure that learning environments are safe and fit for purpose in 

meeting the needs of businesses and learners alike.  Therefore a 

lower match commitment may also be considered where the 

Business attached as sent on 19.06.15 



proportion of estate in poor condition (SFA classification of C or D 

category) is 40% or higher. Applicants will need to demonstrate a 

strong business case for the enhanced grant commitment.” 

 

We were expecting to see in your application a case for not meeting 

the prospectus requirements therefore please present a strong 

business case for requesting a higher proportion of match. 

E 3

0 
Please provide further information on inclusive design or access. For 
example how you will ensure accessibility for disabled students? 

The current facility already includes: 

A wheelchair lift access at the reception and another to access the 

redeveloped Digital Hub on the ground floor.  We have three lifts 

on site.  The two main public lifts are part of the refurbishment 

programme and will be equipped with card reader restriction 

access which will enable a limited access to the lifts for visitors, 

staff and disabled or temporarily incapacitated students.  The 

front reception desk will be provided with a lower recess area for 

enabling ease of access for disabled chair users. 

 

 

 

 

 



INITIAL ORDER of COST ESTIMATE 

 

for the proposed

FIT OUT WORKS

at

FASHION RETAIL ACADEMY

for the

ARCADIA GROUP LTD

6th May 2015

GB| Fitzsimon LLP

Construction Cost Consultants

74-76 St. John Street

London

EC1M 4DZ



Fashion Retail Academy

Initial Order of Cost Estimate For Proposed Fit Out Works

General

Basis

Internal Floor Area of Affected Work Area

3,660 m² or 39,500 ft2

Out-Turn Cost

Projected out-turn cost is budgetted at £1,303,000 (ex VAT);   £1,563,600 (inc VAT)

Specific Exclusions

Removal of deleterious material (e.g. asbestos)

Assumes competitive procurement route

Legal Fees and Charges

BREEAM 

Assumes on site June 2015

The following report outlines the initial order of cost estimate for the proposed fit out works at the Fashion Retail 

Academy, 15 Gresse Street London.  Costs are for budgetary purposes at this stage pending design information but 

nevertheless give a fair indication of the likely outturn cost based on the level and detail of information provided to 

date

Costings are based on initial General Arrangement drawings and outline sketch proposals prepared by Markwick 

Architects issued 19/3/15

Works have been calculated as one continuous project.  Costs will have to be re-calculated if works are broken 

down into various 'mini' projects 



Fashion Retail Academy

Schedule of Areas

Areas Affected By The Works m2 ft2 (Rounded)

Basement Floor 565 6,000

Ground Floor 430 4,700

First Floor 445 4,800

Second Floor 750 8,000

Third Floor 550 6,000

Fourth Floor 600 6,500

Fifth Floor 320 3,500

Total 3,660 39,500



Fashion Retail Academy 06/05/2015

Budget Cost Summary Sqft 39,500

Item Description £ £/ft2

1.00 Main Contract Works

1.01 Basement Floor £145,000 £3.67

1.02 Ground Floor £122,000 £3.09

1.03 First Floor £39,000 £0.99

1.04 Second Floor £154,000 £3.90

1.05 Third Floor £57,000 £1.44

1.06 Fourth Floor £61,000 £1.54

1.07 Fifth Floor £30,000 £0.76

1.08 Signage / Graphics

Signage; Allowance for new internal signage £10,000 £0.25

Graphics; Allowance for new internal graphics / vinyls £5,000 £0.13

1.10 Security

Tagging; relocate existing system at library £1,000 £0.03

Alarms; alter existing system £2,500 £0.06

CCTV; alter existing system £3,000 £0.08

Door Entry System £5,000 £0.13

1.12 Fire Alarm Replacement £25,000 £0.63

1.13 Preliminaries; Site Set Up; Site management etc £40,000 £1.01

2.00 Direct Orders

2.01 Furniture, Budget Pending Design £200,000 £5.06

2.02 IT / DATA / Telecom; Budget Pending Full Brief £225,917 £5.72

2.03 Lift Repairs; Budget Pending Tender £70,000 £1.77

2.04 Security Guards £8,000 £0.20

3.00 Professional Fees £58,500 £1.48

4.00 Contingency (3%) For any elements of Unforeseen Work £40,783 £1.03

£1,302,700 £32.98

SAY

Total Budget Cost (Excl VAT) £1,303,000

Total Budget Cost (Incl VAT) £1,563,600 £39.58



Fashion Retail Academy

Basement Floor Works Sqft 6,000

Item Description £ £/ft2

1.00 Canteen Seating Area (B19)

1.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 4,850 0.81

1.02 Make good wall finishes / dry lining 1,800 0.30

1.03 New vinyl tile flooring 11,250 1.88

1.04 Decorations 6,350 1.06

1.05 Install new furniture 1,900 0.32

2.00 Library (B04+B06)

2.01 Strip Out / Demolitions inc ceiling 2,100 0.35

2.02 New partitions & glass doors 9,300 1.55

2.04 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet Tile) 9,450 1.58

2.05 Decorations 7,600 1.27

2.06 Install new furniture 2,100 0.35

2.09 Built-In Seating 2,000 0.33

2.10 Built-In Library Perimeter Shelving 7,000 1.17

2.11 Staircase, retain risers & nosings; new vinyl to treads 1,000 0.17

3.00 Mac Room & PC Room (BXX / B02)

3.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 2,975 0.50

3.02 New partitions / Doors 2,550 0.43

3.03 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet Tile) 4,275 0.71

3.04 Decorations 4,350 0.73

3.05 Install new furniture 950 0.16

4.00 Atrium

4.01 High level decorations to atrium including access 9,250 1.54

Note; no works to tiled areas

5.00 Courtyard

5.01 Retain floor allow to jetwash 250 0.04

5.02 Decorations (up to 3mH) 1,575 0.26

6.00 M&E

6.01 Mechanical; alter system to suit new layout 11,000 1.83

6.02 Electrical 24,000 4.00

6.03 BWIC Services (5% services total) 1,750 0.29

6.04 Lighting Supply 15,000 2.50

144,625 24.10

SAY

Total Carried To Summary 145,000



Fashion Retail Academy

Ground Floor Works Sqft 4,700

Item Description £ £/ft2

1.00 New Retail Hub (G01/02/03/33)

1.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 5,000 1.06

1.02 New partitions 4,950 1.05

1.03 Glass Sliding door 3,000 0.64

1.04 New vinyl tile flooring 5,000 1.06

1.05 Decorations 3,375 0.72

1.06 Install new furniture 1,500 0.32

1.07 Film to glazing 1,500 0.32

1.08 Retail Fit Out - Fixtures / Cash Desk / Joinerywork 15,000 3.19

2.00 Technical Innovation Hub (G31/04/05/06)

2.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 6,050 1.29

2.02 New partitions & Doors 2,800 0.60

2.03 New vinyl tile flooring 5,500 1.17

2.04 Decorations 5,250 1.12

2.05 Install new furniture 1,100 0.23

2.06 Works to existing balustrading 3,000 0.64

3.00 Entrance Area / Corridors (GXX / G20)

3.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 1,375 0.29

3.02 Prepare walls / dry lining 2,800 0.60

3.03 Retain flooring, make good 750 0.16

3.04 Decorations 5,475 1.16

3.06 Allowance for storage area 2,000 0.43

Note: No Works to ex WC's G24 / G24A

4.00 Display Windows (G11 - G18)

4.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 200 0.04

4.02 Decorations 2,550 0.54

4.03 Install new furniture 200 0.04

5.00 Works to Façade

5.01 Paint to rendered part of elevation 3,500 0.74

5.02 Respray re-paint FRA sign 1,500 0.32

6.00 M&E

6.01 Mechanical; alter system to suit new layout 10,000 2.13

6.02 Electrical 17,000 3.62

6.03 BWIC Services (5% services total) 1,350 0.29

6.04 Lighting Supply 10,000 2.13

121,725 25.90

SAY

Total Carried To Summary 122,000



Fashion Retail Academy

1st Floor Works Sqft 4,800

Item Description £ £/ft2

1.00 Technicians Store (104)

1.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 200 0.04

1.02 Retain ex partition / Door 0 0.00

1.03 Retain Floor Make good 200 0.04

1.04 Decorations 638 0.13

1.05 New Shelving 350 0.07

2.00 Extended Design Studio (1XX)

2.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 1,200 0.25

2.02 New partitions / Door 2,250 0.47

2.03 New vinyl tile flooring 1,500 0.31

2.04 Decorations 950 0.20

2.05 Install new furniture 300 0.06

Note: No works to existing design Studio

3.00 Admin Office (117)

3.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 500 0.10

3.02 Allowance for partition alterations 500 0.10

3.03 New vinyl tile flooring 2,500 0.52

3.04 Decorations 2,000 0.42

3.05 Install new furniture 800 0.17

4.00 Classroom (102 / 101)

4.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 715 0.15

4.02 New vinyl tile flooring 7,150 1.49

4.03 Decorations 4,168 0.87

4.04 Install new furniture 1,430 0.30

5.00 Mezzanine Floor Lecture Theatre (107)

5.01 Remove existing seating 400 0.08

6.00 Corridors (108 / 109)

6.01 Decorations 4,238 0.88

6.02 Cladding to columns to remain - no works 0 0.00

6.03 New Black-Out Blinds to corridor windows (106) 1,050 0.22

No Allowance for decorations to corridor 106

7.00 M&E

7.01 Mechanical; alter system to suit new layout 1,500 0.31

7.02 Electrical 2,500 0.52

7.03 BWIC Services (5% services total) 200 0.04

7.04 Lighting Supply 2,000 0.42

39,238 8.17

SAY

Total Carried To Summary 39,000



Fashion Retail Academy

Second Floor Works Sqft 8,000

Item Description £ £/ft2

1.00 IT Store & Classroom (203 / 204)

1.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 515 0.06

1.02 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet Tile) 3,825 0.48

1.03 Decorations 3,300 0.41

1.04 Install new furniture 1,030 0.13

Note; No flooring required to room 204

2.00 Office (220 / 219 / 213C  / 213D)

2.01 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet Tile) 2,160 0.27

2.02 Decorations 3,190 0.40

Note; No flooring required to room 220

3.00 Classroom (202 / 201)

3.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 705 0.09

3.02 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet Tile) 6,345 0.79

3.03 Decorations 4,310 0.54

3.04 Install new furniture 1,410 0.18

4.00 New Office in Open Corridor (213 A+B)

4.01 New partitions / Door 1,900 0.24

4.02 Retain ex ceiling 0 0.00

4.03 New sounds absorbing flooring (Carpet Tile) 900 0.11

4.04 Decorations 1,050 0.13

4.05 Install new furniture 200 0.03

5.00 Offices (210 + 211)

5.01 New partitions & door 1,950 0.24

5.02 New glazed screen 2,500 0.31

5.03 Make good ceiling 500 0.06

5.04 New sounds absorbing flooring (Carpet Tile) 1,575 0.20

5.05 Decorations 1,780 0.22

5.06 Install new furniture 350 0.04

6.00 Business Hub / Boardroom (209 / 208 / 207 / 206)

6.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 8,250 1.03

6.02 New Partitions / Doors 9,750 1.22

6.03 Glazed entrance screen / door 2,500 0.31

6.04 Infill central ceiling feature to Business Hub 3,250 0.41

6.04 New Ceiling to boardroom 2,500 0.31

6.05 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet Tile) 12,375 1.55

6.06 Decorations 8,200 1.03

6.07 Install new furniture 2,750 0.34

6.08 New Business Pods (5No) 20,000 2.50

6.09 Storage unit 5,000 0.63

7.00 Corridor (213)

7.01 Decorations 4,088 0.51

7.02 Cladding to columns 750 0.09

7.03 Glazed VM display 3,000 0.38

8.00 M&E

8.01 Mechanical; alter system to suit new layout 13,000 1.63

8.02 Electrical 12,000 1.50

8.03 BWIC Services (5% services total) 1,250 0.16

8.04 Lighting Supply 6,000 0.75

154,158 19.27

SAY

Total Carried To Summary 154,000



Fashion Retail Academy

Third Floor Works Sqft 6,000

Item Description £ £/ft2

1.00 Classroom / Teaching Space (307)

1.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 900 0.15

1.02 Decorations 2,663 0.44

1.03 Retain existing flooring 0 0.00

1.04 Install new furniture 900 0.15

2.00 New Creative Hub (306)

2.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 600 0.10

2.02 Paint Storage Cupboard 1,000 0.17

2.03 New Sink 750 0.13

2.04 Decorations 1,763 0.29

2.05 New vinyl tile flooring 3,000 0.50

2.06 Install new furniture 600 0.10

3.00 Office (305 / 304 / 303)

3.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 960 0.16

3.02 Decorations 2,730 0.46

3.03 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet tile) 4,320 0.72

3.04 Install new furniture 960 0.16

Note; no decorations to room 304

4.00 Flexible Learning Space (312)

4.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 1,150 0.19

4.02 Make good ceiling 750 0.13

4.03 New plasterboard partition / door 1,800 0.30

4.04 Decorations 1,375 0.23

4.05 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet tile) 1,800 0.30

4.06 Install new furniture 400 0.07

5.00 Seminar Room (302 / 301)

5.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 1,350 0.23

5.02 Decorations 4,050 0.68

5.03 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet tile) 6,075 1.01

5.04 Install new furniture 1,350 0.23

6.00 Corridors (313 / 3XX / 311 / 310)

6.01 Decorations 6,000 1.00

6.02 Cladding to columns 750 0.13

6.03 Retain ex VM display 0 0.00

7.00 M&E

7.01 Mechanical; alter system to suit new layout 1,500 0.25

7.02 Electrical 4,500 0.75

7.03 BWIC Services (5% services total) 300 0.05

7.04 Lighting Supply 3,000 0.50

57,295 9.55

SAY

Total Carried To Summary 57,000



Fashion Retail Academy

Fourth Floor Works Sqft 6,500

Item Description £ £/ft2

1.00 Classroom (406)

1.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 750 0.12

1.02 Decorations 2,250 0.35

1.03 Retain flooring 0 0.00

1.04 Install new furniture 750 0.12

1.05 New secondary glazing to ex window 1,500 0.23

2.00 New Office ex Stock (4XX)

2.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 130 0.02

2.02 Decorations 853 0.13

2.03 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet tile) 585 0.09

2.04 Install new furniture 130 0.02

3.00 Seminar Rooms (405 / 404 / 403 / 402 / 401)

3.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 2,950 0.45

3.02 Decorations 9,138 1.41

3.03 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet tile) 13,275 2.04

3.04 Install new furniture 2,950 0.45

4.00 New Classroom (4XX)

4.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 400 0.06

4.02 Decorations 1,375 0.21

4.03 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet tile) 1,800 0.28

4.04 Install new furniture 400 0.06

5.00 Corridors (417 / 4XX / 410 / 409)

5.01 Decorations 6,450 0.99

5.02 Cladding to columns 750 0.12

5.03 Glazed VM display 3,000 0.46

Note; No works to corridor 420

6.00 M&E

6.01 Mechanical; alter system to suit new layout 1,000 0.15

6.02 Electrical 6,500 1.00

6.03 BWIC Services (5% services total) 375 0.06

6.04 Lighting Supply 4,000 0.62

61,310 9.43

SAY

Total Carried To Summary 61,000



Fashion Retail Academy

Fifth Floor Works Sqft 3,500

Item Description £ £/ft2

1.00 Open Plan Office 1 (507)

1.01 Decorations 3,338 0.95

1.02 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet tile) 5,400 1.54

2.00 Extended Kitchen (505)

2.01 Strip Out / Demolitions 250 0.07

2.02 New partitions / Doors 1,350 0.39

2.03 Make good ceiling 500 0.14

2.04 Decorations 1,088 0.31

2.05 New vinyl tile flooring 1,500 0.43

2.06 Retain kitchen cupboards.  Allow to extend worktop 750 0.21

3.00 Office (504 / 5XX / 502 / 501)

3.01 Decorations (No decorations required to Rooms 501 & 502) 1,960 0.56

3.02 New sound absorbing flooring (Carpet tile) 3,600 1.03

3.03 Note: No Works to Office 503

4.00 Corridors (5XX / 511)

4.01 Decorations 2,488 0.71

5.00 M&E

5.01 Mechanical; alter system to suit new layout 2,000 0.57

5.02 Electrical 3,500 1.00

5.03 BWIC Services (5% services total) 275 0.08

5.04 Lighting Supply 2,500 0.71

30,498 8.71

SAY

Total Carried To Summary 30,000





HIGH LEVEL CAPITAL BUDGET VS OUTTTURN FOR 2011/12, 2012/13 & 2013/14

FASHION RETAIL ACADEMY

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

1 FACILITIES

Improvements 11,200                 8,800                   25,000                 

Upgrades 7,000                   28,700                 42,380                 

New 38,700                 12,450                 14,000                 

56,900                 49,950                 81,380                 

2 IT

Improvements 17,000                 17,000                 26,800                 

Upgrades 73,000                 2,700                   89,121                 

New 40,800                 10,760                 250,000               

130,800              30,460                 365,921              

GRAND TOTAL 187,700              80,410                 447,301              

BUDGET 



2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

14,323                 8,750                   34,634                 

7,000                   7,000                   3,946                   

34,586                 52,284                 70,018                 

55,909                 68,034                 108,598              

16,200                 -                       28,794                 

143,080               83,664                 8,036                   

18,780                 5,000                   175,525               

178,060              88,664                 212,355              

233,969              156,698              320,953              

ACTUALS
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Director of Finance and Resources 
Fashion Retail Academy 
15 Gresse Street 
London 
W1T 1QL 

Direct Dial:  020 7551 7746 
Email:  J.Blake@bwbllp 
 
Your ref: 
Our ref: JB/211544/0003 
 
14th May 2015 

By email: @fra.ac.uk 
 

Dear , 

State Aid advice in relation to an application to the FE Capital Investment Fund (“the Fund”) 
 
This letter is provided, as requested, to meet the requirement, under the Fund’s application 
procedure, for the Fashion Retail Academy (“the Charity”) to obtain and provide to the Fund specialist 
legal advice on the application of the European State Aid rules to the prospective grant.   

We are specialist advisers on the particular application of the State Aid rules to charities and social 
enterprises, including educational institutions, in receipt of public sector funding. This specialisation is 
distinct from (albeit naturally related to) broader commercial Competition Law advice on State Aid, 
because for public benefit organisations the principal subject is always, by definition, public benefit 
activity, rather than private sector commercial activity. 

1. Legal considerations  

1.1 As a matter of European Union competition law protecting the functioning of the internal EU 
market, it is prohibited for member state authorities to: - provide preferential 
advantage/subsidy; from state resources; to an “economic” (i.e. a commercial) undertaking; 
in relation to a competitive market; in a manner which will or may distort competition and will 
or may affect trade between member states.  

1.2 The European Commission has powers to investigate subsidies paid in contravention of this 
prohibition and to order member state governments to recover prohibited subsidies.  

1.3 This is, in theory, a very significant risk to recipients, particularly in relation to capital funding 
and is a good reason why funders, such as the Fund, are concerned to ensure that 
recipients are properly advised on State Aid. The practical risk is extremely low and of 
course eliminated by funding provided properly within the State Aid rules. 

1.4 State Aid rules do not apply technically in any different way to charities, such as the Charity. 
However, it is true that significant interpretation issues more often arise: firstly because 
public benefit activity is often not “economic” and “commercially competitive” in its nature 
and funding support for such activity is not State Aid; and secondly, because where public 
benefit activity is economic in a commercially competitive market, exemptions from the 
prohibition of subsidy from state funds, in the general public interest, are more likely to have 
application. 

1.5 As I said in our telephone conversation, the application of the State Aid rules to publicly 
funded educational activity is clear. Such education is generally considered to be public and 
non-economic. Accordingly funding from state resources to undertakings delivering such 
educational activity and being funded to do so is not State Aid and not subject to any 
prohibition or restriction under the State Aid rules. 
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1.6 The State Aid rules however make a distinction between the non-economic public education 
functions of an educational institution and other activities, most obviously commercialised 
operation utilising the same base resources, which may be economic and subject to the 
State Aid rules. It is also true that some public service markets, including educational 
markets, are commercialised. 

2. Analysis in this case  

2.1 The Charity is an undertaking forming part of the public education sector. It is a registered 
charity and therefore by definition a public benefit and not a commercial organisation. It 
provides specialist further and related education with a focus on a particular retail skills 
sector. It is a registered and regulated recipient of mainstream public sector income funding 
for the education of the 16-19 years cohort through the Education Funding Agency and for 
further education through the Skills Funding Agency. On this basis, the Charity is not an 
economic undertaking for the purposes of the State Aid rules. 

2.2 This position is reflected in the State Aid Guidance published by the Department for 
Business Innovation and Skills which says that: “if a service is monopolised by a state body 
or charity and run on a non-commercial basis as a function of the state it is unlikely to be 
economic”. Although the Further Education sector is made up of public and private 
institutions, it is an integral part of the public sector managed education system in the UK 
and the Charity has its niche position within that public sector managed education system, 
relating to the particular retail sector it serves. It should be noted also that what might be 
described as “competition” for students within the public sector managed education system 
is not the same thing as commercial competition between commercial businesses. 

2.3 It is also clear that, where vocational education involves engagement with businesses 
through the arrangement of work placements, training and apprenticeships, this, in 
mainstream education, this should be properly regarded as the provision of services by the 
employer to the educational institution, or the student, rather than subsidy of the employer 
by the educational institution. 

2.4 The application for funding in this case is clearly for capital funding directly relating to the 
core public educational functions of the Charity. The application refers generally to the 
funds being required to upgrade infrastructure and physical resources, including through 
increasing classroom capacity; upgrading classroom facilities; developing online resources; 
and collaborating with other mainstream educational institutions. There is specific reference 
to the application of the capital funding being directed towards: qualifications; training and 
apprenticeship; an integrated higher education offer; and engagement with the employment 
sector for which the students are being educated. There is no indication of the proposed 
application of the funding being towards any activities which might need to be in analysed 
by reference to whether they are economic activities for the purposes of the State Aid rules.  

2.5 The activities to which this funding will be directed may be described, in State Aid terms, as 
“Services of General Interest” (“SGI”), which are not subject to the State Aid rules. This is 
clearly indicated by the public policy nature of and intention behind the Fund and the criteria 
which will apply to the selection of grant recipients.  

2.6 It is our opinion that this is the proper analysis in this case. However, if that is not 
considered satisfactory, further considerations become relevant.  

2.7 If it were to be suggested that the Charity is an economic undertaking, the next questions 
would be whether the prospective funding subsidy would or may distort competition, or will 
or may affect trade between member states. Strictly these are two further questions, 
although if there is an economic undertaking, both the further conditions are generally 
deemed to be present.  

2.8 This would lead to a further set of questions about whether the funding subsidy would be 
categorised as in respect of Services of General Economic Interest (“SGEI”), rather than 
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SGI. It is for public authorities reasonably to determine what services are SGEI and a single 
economic undertaking may receive subsidy of up to €15 million in respect of such services. 
This is on the basis that although the undertaking is within a commercially competitive 
market, the public subsidy of the publicly beneficial activities is in the greater public interest 
and should not be constrained by the competition law principles. The creation of the Fund 
by the Government and its operation by the Local Enterprise Partnership would suggest that 
if categorisation as support for SGI is not considered to be applicable, categorisation as 
support for SGEI would be. Although, having said that, there is strong emphasis at the 
European Commission for SGEI to be specifically crafted as such rather than to be 
analysed as such it retrospectively. 

2.9 The concept of SGEI for these purposes is not defined in the relevant legislation, though the 
European Commission has declared, in its Quality Framework, the following definition of an 
SGEI: “SGEIs are economic activities which deliver outcomes in the overall public good that 
would not be supplied (or would be supplied under different conditions in terms of objective 
quality, safety, affordability, equal treatment or universal access) by the market without 
public intervention.” 

2.10 To apply this definition, the market is not providing capital funding for the enhancement of 
infrastructure and resources supporting the core educational activity of a public benefit 
further education institution in the form, or at the level, that is in the public interest. This 
justifies the public intervention. 

2.11 At the next stage of analysis, if the funding were not considered to be in respect of SGI or 
SGEI, there is a more specific exemption regime under a General Block Exemption 
Regulation, with various categories of support, including in relation to training, employment 
and small business operation, to which aid may be given for certain costs in certain 
proportions. There is no need to go further into this exemption regime in this case. 

2.12 At the next stage of analysis, de minimis provisions might be applicable. This allows for 
funding at the level of €500,000 for SGEIs and €200,000 otherwise to be given to any 
economic undertaking over a three-year period, on the basis that the funding levels are too 
low to have any effect on trade between member states and do not therefore need to be 
regulated for European competition law purposes. 

3. Conclusion 

3.1 Our advice, in this case, is straightforwardly, that the capital funding being applied for by the 
Charity would be in respect of the core educational activities of a non-economic public 
benefit educational institution, operating within the mainstream public benefit further 
education sector, which is sustained by state income funding.  

3.2 On this basis it is not State Aid, but SGI funding, as the definition of State Aid requires the 
recipient of the funding to be an economic undertaking operating in a commercial 
competitive market. 

3.3 If any further consideration is required in relation to this matter the issues relating to SGEI 
would become relevant.  

Please let me know if you would like any further advice. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

 
Bates Wells Braithwaite 



Prob. Impact Overall Prob. Impact Overall

1 Financial Medium Medium Amber FRA FRA - Low Low Green

2 Financial Medium High Red FRA FRA Medium Medium Amber

3 Construction Low High Amber FRA FRA Low Medium Green

4 Construction Low High Amber FRA FRA Low Low Green

5 Procurement Medium High Amber FRA FRA Low Medium Green

6 Operational Medium Medium Amber FRA FRA Low Medium Green

7 Project Medium High Amber FRA FRA Low Medium Green

8 Strategic Medium High Amber FRA FRA Low Medium Green

9 Legal Low Medium Amber FRA FRA Low Low Green

Risk Register: Fashion Retail Academy

Residual risk assessment

Realisation of all the tasks within the project not in lines and creating bottleneck or 

delays

Appoint an experience project manager, use of recognised practices such GANT chart.  

Keep reviewing all ientified milestones

Review the strtegic plan and identify in details key output/ outcomes delivery points.  

Ensure alternative plans to delivery these outcomes are planned and costed

Ensure all contractual papers signed are checked with legal advisers and are clearly 

setting out penalties for late deliveries

Audit Trail
Risk 

owner
Risk description and impact

Inherent risk assessment

Control measures / Actions

Match funding  not confirmed
Continue to liaise with match funding partners, ensure that match is confirmed via a 

letter.

Match funding confirmed to lower than applied

Action 

owner
Risk # Type

Ensure the submitted application provides all relevant and challenging information.  

Devise a project plan that can weather any of the negative impact.

Technical issues related to the infrastructural changes of the IT as planned
Scoping an dfeasibility of the IT to be completed before any order/ installation take 

place.  Seek specialist advice in all areas.

FRA project management to keep close with IT deployment team.  Milestone for 

deployment to be identified and cost

Delays in starting the work impacting in the finishing time
Stick to the agreed timetable.  Ensure all partners involved are conscious of the deadline.  

Prepare alternative timetables for September/ October

Delays/ partial delivery of the project resulting in no delivery of some of the  outputs/ 

outcomes

Unforeseen event delaying the work/ making the work last longer than planned

Due dligence of constractors appointed to ensure solvency.  Surveys of all areas to be 

work on to prevent unforeseen event.  Weekly meetings with contractors to mitigate 

any unplan circumstances.

Contractual engagements not fulfilling expected outcomes

Delays and issues arising in deploying the new IT infrastructure and refresh



CAPITAL COST BREAKDOWN

Applicant name: Lee Lucas

Project name: Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

FURTHER EDUCATION CAPITAL INVESTMENT FUND



Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

1. Guidance notes FE Capital Cost Breakdown

1.1 General guidance

1

fecapital@london.gov.uk

2

3

4

5

Such cells are identifiable by a small red triangle in the top-right corner.

6

Leave blank when protecting a sheet

It is strongly recommended that Applicants do not unprotect tabs unless absolutely necessary.

7

This document must be completed by Applicants as part of their submission. The costs detailed within this document should reflect the full cost of undertaking the 

Capital Works as described by the Applicant in Section 5c of their Detailed Application Form (Project Details - Capital Works).

The structure of this document is generally in accordance with the RICS' New Rules of Measurement (NRM) 1 (Order of cost estimating and cost planning for 

capital building works).

Applicants must also submit a cost estimate/cost plan in addition to completing this document to provide a full cost build-up, to include specific details of pricing 

assumptions, clarifications and exclusions.

Some of the cells that require completion have guidance comments that 

appear when the cursor is moved over the cell (as per the example to the 

right).

Further to the above, cells that do not require completion have been protected to avoid formulas etc. being 

overwritten. However, this document is not password protected, and as such, Applicants can unprotect 

worksheets if required. 

This can be done by selecting the "Review" section on the Excel toolbar, then the "Unprotect Sheet" 

button, as highlighted in picture to the right (older versions of Excel may appear different).

Similarly, protection can be reapplied using the "Protect Sheet" button under the same "Review" section. 

Users will be prompted to enter a password to re-protect the sheet but they should leave the password 

field blank and select the "OK" button (see further right).

This section provides guidance as to how to complete this document. If further assistance is required, Applicants should email queries to the following address:

Many of the cells within this document are auto-populated and Applicants are only required to populate cells shaded yellow.  Applicants should, however, satisfy 

themselves that costs are correctly transferred throughout the document.
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

1. Guidance notes FE Capital Cost Breakdown

GIFA (Gross Internal Floor Area)

(or gross internal area (GIA)) 

Base Date

Tender Inflation

Construction inflation

Design development risk

Construction risk

Employer change risks

Employer other risks

8 Applicants should seek specialist advice on VAT rates to ensure they are correctly applied to their forecast costs. General VAT guidance can be found here:

https://www.gov.uk/business-tax/vat .

9

Accordingly, a number of NRM definitions have been used throughout, most of which are industry standard. For the avoidance of doubt, Applicants should 

specifically note the following:

Applicants should seek guidance from an appropriately qualified construction professional when calculating inflationary allowances to include within their forecast 

costs, and inflation forecasts should be based on recognised, published industry data, e.g. BCIS Tender Price Indices or construction consultants' published data.

An allowance for fluctuations in the basic prices of labour, plant and equipment, and materials during the period from the 

estimate Base Date to the date of tender return. 

An allowance for fluctuations in the basic prices of labour, plant and equipment, and materials during the period from the date 

of tender return to the mid-point of the construction period.

The date on which rates and prices used to price the works are taken as a basis for calculations, e.g. if benchmark cost data 

from January 2015 is used as a basis to calculate the Capital Works' cost, the Base Date will be 1Q2015 (where 1Q = Jan-

Mar, 2Q = Apr-Jun, 3Q = Jul-Sep, 4Q = Oct-Dec).

An allowance (if deemed appropriate) for use during the design process to provide for the risks associated with design 

development, changes in estimating data, third party risks (e.g. planning requirements, legal agreements, covenants, 

environmental issues and pressure groups), statutory requirements, procurement methodology and delays in tendering.

An allowance (if deemed appropriate) for use during the construction process to provide for the risks associated with site 

conditions (e.g. access restrictions/limitations, existing buildings, boundaries, and existing occupants and users), ground 

conditions, existing services and delays by statutory undertakers.

An allowance (if deemed appropriate) for use during both the design process and the construction process to provide for the 

risks of employer driven changes (e.g. changes in scope of works or brief, changes in quality and changes in time).

An allowance (if deemed appropriate) for other employer risks (e.g. early handover, postponement, acceleration, availability of 

funds, liquidated damages for premiums on other contracts due to late provision of accommodation, unconventional tender 

action and special contract arrangements).

The area of a building measured to the internal face of the perimeter walls at each floor level. Refer to the RICS Code of 

Measuring Practice (6th edition) for further details/measurement rules. To be denoted in square metres (m2).
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

1. Guidance notes FE Capital Cost Breakdown

Description Date BCIS TPI*

Base date 06-May-15 (2Q2015) 262

Estimated tender return date 20-Dec-15 (4Q2015) 267

Estimated start date 05-Jan-16 (1Q2016) 269

Estimated completion date 30-Oct-16 (4Q2016) 280

Estimated mid-point of construction 02-Jun-16 (2Q2016) 273

*data taken from the BCIS on 5th May 2015

Tender inflation

Cost limit (excluding inflation)  £                                   1,000,000 Total forecast project cost excluding inflation and VAT

Forecast inflation (%) 1.91% Increase between Base date TPI (262) and tender return date TPI (267)

Tender inflation (£)  £                                        19,084 1.91% of the Cost limit (excluding inflation)

Construction inflation

Cost limit (excluding inflation)  £                                   1,000,000 Total forecast project cost excluding inflation and VAT

Inflation change (%) 2.25% Increase between tender return date TPI (267) and mid-point of construction TPI (273).

Construction inflation (£)  £                                        22,472 2.25% of the Cost limit (excluding inflation)

10

1.2 Cover sheet

1 No action is required on the "Cover sheet" tab - the Applicant and Project names will be auto-populated from elsewhere.

1.3 Application details

1 Applicants should complete the cells shaded yellow as follows:

Applicant name This should reflect the Applicant's name as detailed in Section 1 of the Applicant's Detailed Application Form.

Project name This should reflect the project name as detailed in Section 2b of the Applicant's Detailed Application Form.

The below provides a brief example of how inflation can be calculated based on a Cost limit (excluding inflation) of £1,000,000 (i.e. the total forecast project cost 

excluding inflation and VAT):

The page view can be changed to remove the page number watermarks throughout the document. This document has been set to "Page Break Preview" as the 

default; this can be changed under the "View" section on the Excel toolbar
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

1. Guidance notes FE Capital Cost Breakdown

Project description

Base Date:

Estimated tender return date: Estimated/indicative date for the Capital Works tender return (this should align with the Applicant's programme submission).

Estimated start date:

Estimated completion date: Estimated/indicative date of completion of the Capital Works (this should align with the Applicant's programme submission).

2 The remaining data is auto-populated from elsewhere in the document and is for ease of reference.

1.4 Cost summary

1

1.5 New Build Works estimate

1

2 If the Applicant's project does not include any New Build works, this section should be left blank.

3

4

5

This should include details of any deviations from costs detailed in supporting cost estimates/cost plans, e.g. if the Main Contractor's Overheads and Profits 

(OH&P) are included within the elemental costs, this should be stated in the "Comments" column, noting the OH&P percentage applied throughout.

Base Date of the cost estimate (refer to 1.1.7 above for definition).

This should be a brief description of the Capital Works only (generally reflecting Section 5c (ii) of the Applicant's Detailed 

Application Form).

Estimated/indicative date for commencement of the Capital Works (this should align with the Applicant's programme 

submission).

This section is auto-populated from Sections 4 and 5 (New Build Works estimate and Refurbishment Works estimate respectively). Accordingly, the Applicant 

does not need to input any data on this sheet, but should satisfy themselves that the sums etc. have been transferred correctly.

The Applicant must complete the Gross Internal Floor Area (cell F6) for the New Build works element (refer to 1.1.7 for GIFA requirements).

The "Comments" column (column L) should be used to provide narrative/commentary where appropriate. 

This section is to provide an elemental cost summary of New Build works associated with the Applicant's Capital Works. Please note, any refurbishment works 

should be captured within Section 5 (Refurbishment Works estimate).

Elemental cost totals should be entered in the yellow shaded cells within the "Cost" column (column F, from row 9). These totals should reflect the costs detailed 

in any supporting cost estimate/cost plan as provided by the Applicant in accordance with 1.1.3 above. 
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

1. Guidance notes FE Capital Cost Breakdown

1.6 Refurbishment Works estimate

1

2 If the Applicant's project does not include any Refurbishment works, this section should be left blank.

3

4

5

1.7 Terms of reference

1 This section is for Applicants to provide further details of specific assumptions, exclusions and clarifications associated with their estimated costs.

2 As a minimum, Applicants must include details of:

 - exclusions (with narrative detailing why such items have not been priced or are not required); and

 - the key assumptions on which the costs are based.

The "Comments" column (column L) should be used to provide narrative/commentary where appropriate. 

This should include details of any deviations from costs detailed in supporting cost estimates/cost plans, e.g. if the Main Contractor's Overheads and Profits 

(OH&P) are included within the elemental costs, this should be stated in the "Comments" column, noting the OH&P percentage applied throughout.

This column can also be used to provide any key assumptions/clarifications/exclusions if not detailed elsewhere within the Applicant's overall submission, e.g. the 

basis of inflation calculation.

This column can also be used to provide any key assumptions/clarifications/exclusions if not detailed elsewhere within the Applicant's overall submission, e.g. the 

basis of inflation calculation.

This section is to provide an elemental cost summary of Refurbishment works associated with the Applicant's Capital Works. Please note, any New Build works 

should be captured within Section 4 (New Build Works estimate).

The Applicant must complete the Gross Internal Floor Area (cell F6) for the Refurbishment works element (refer to 1.1.7 for GIFA requirements).

Elemental cost totals should be entered in the yellow shaded cells within the "Cost" column (column F, from row 9). These totals should reflect the costs detailed 

in any supporting cost estimate/cost plan as provided by the Applicant in accordance with 1.1.3 above. 
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

2. Application Details FE Capital Cost Breakdown

Applicant name:

Project name:

Project description:

Base date: 2Q2015 GIFA (m2) - New build -                                   

Estimated tender return date: 18 May 2015 GIFA (m2) - Refurbishment 3,660                               

Estimated start date: 19 June 2015 GIFA (m2) - Total 3,660                               

Estimated completion date: 30 September 2015 Cost limit (total project cost excl. VAT) 1,413,000£                      

Estimated mid-point of construction: 09 August 2015 Total Project Cost (incl. VAT) 1,673,600£                      

Lee Lucas

Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

The project is to modernise and create new classroom spaces.  It is also to improve the IT infrastructure.
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

3. Cost summary FE Capital Cost Breakdown

Works cost New Build Refurbishment Total Comments

0.0 Facilitating Works -£                  45,150£             45,150£             

1.0 Substructure -£                  -£                  -£                  

2.0 Superstructure -£                  88,312£             88,312£             

3.0 Internal finishes -£                  256,613£           256,613£           

4.0 Fittings, furnishings & equipment -£                  543,562£           543,562£           

5.0 Services -£                  222,000£           222,000£           

6.0 Prefab'd buildings & building units -£                  -£                  -£                  

7.0 Work to existing buildings -£                  -£                  -£                  

8.0 External works -£                  -£                  -£                  

9.1 Main contractor's prelims estimate 4% -£                  48,000£             48,000£             

9.2 Main contractor's OH&P estimate 0% -£                  -£                  -£                  

sub-total (A) -£                  1,203,637£        1,203,637£        

-£                  1,203,637£        1,203,637£        

Other costs Comments

10.0 Project/design team fees 14% -£                  168,580£           168,580£           

11.0 Other development/project costs 0% -£                  -£                  -£                  

12.0 Risk allowances 3% -£                  40,783£             40,783£             

13.0 Inflation allowances 0% -£                  -£                  -£                  

sub-total (C) -£                  209,363£           209,363£           

-£                  1,413,000£        1,413,000£        

VAT Comments

14.0 VAT 20% -£                  260,600£           260,600£           

sub-total (E) -£                  260,600£           260,600£           

-£                  1,673,600£        1,673,600£        

Calculation Guide

Works cost estimate (B) = (A)

Cost limit (including inflation) (D) = (B)+(C) 

Total Forecast Project Cost (F) = (D)+(E)

Works cost estimate (B)

Cost limit (including inflation) (D)

Total Forecast Project Cost (F)
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

4. New Build Works estimate FE Capital Cost Breakdown

Gross Internal Floor Area (m2)

0.0 Facilitating Works Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

0.1 Facilitating/enabling works #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (A) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

1.0 Substructure Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

1.1 Substructure #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (B) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

2.0 Superstructure Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

2.1 Frame #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

2.2 Upper floors #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

2.3 Roof #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

2.4 Stairs and ramps #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

2.5 External walls #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

2.6 Windows and external doors #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

2.7 Internal walls and partitions #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

2.8 Internal doors #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (C) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

3.0 Internal finishes Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

3.1 Wall finishes #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

3.2 Floor finishes #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

3.3 Ceiling finishes #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (D) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

4.0 Fittings, furnishings & equipment Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

4.1 Fittings, furnishings & equipment #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (E) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

4. New Build Works estimate FE Capital Cost Breakdown

5.0 Services Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

5.1 Sanitary applications #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.2 Services equipment #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.3 Disposal installations #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.4 Water installations #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.5 Heat source #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.6 Space heating and air conditioning #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.7 Ventilation #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.8 Electrical installation #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.9 Fuel installation #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.10 Lift and conveyor installation #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.11 Fire and lightning protection #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.12 Comms., security & control systems #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.13 Specialist installations #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

5.14 BWIC with services #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (F) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

6.0 Prefab'd buildings & building units Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

6.1 Prefab'd buildings & building units #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (G) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

7.0 Work to existing buildings Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

7.1 Work to existing buildings -£                        #DIV/0! -£             As per Section 5 (if applicable).

sub-total (H) -£                        #DIV/0! -£             

8.0 External works Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

8.1 Site works #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

8.2 Drainage #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

8.3 External services #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

8.4 Other #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (I) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

-£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!Main contractor's works (J)
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

4. New Build Works estimate FE Capital Cost Breakdown

9.0 Main contractor's prelims & OH&P Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

9.1 Main contractor's preliminaries #### #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

9.2 Main contractor's OH&P #### #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (K) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

-£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

10.0 Project/design team fees Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

10.1 Project Manager #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

10.2 Contract administrator/Employer's agent #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

10.3 Architect/designers #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

10.4 Quantity surveyor/cost manager #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

10.5 Building services engineer (s) #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

10.6 Structural engineer #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

10.7 Principal Designer (CDM Coordinator) #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

10.8 Sequencing/programme advisor #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

10.9 Environmental consultant #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

10.10 Asbestos consultant #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

10.11 Building Control consultant #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

10.12 Other (applicant to provide details) #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (M) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

11.0 Other development/project costs Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

11.1 Other development/project costs #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

11.2 Land acquisition #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

11.3 Employer finance costs #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

11.4 Fees #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

11.5 Charges #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

11.6 Planning contributions #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

11.7 insurances #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

11.8 Decanting and relocation costs #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

11.9 Fittings, furnishings and equipment (direct) #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

11.10 Site investigations/surveys #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

11.11 Other (applicant to provide details) #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (N) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

-£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

Works cost estimate (L)

Base cost estimate  (O)
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

4. New Build Works estimate FE Capital Cost Breakdown

12.0 Risk allowances Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

12.1 Design development #### #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

12.2 Construction risk #### #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

12.3 Employer change #### #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

12.4 Employer other #### #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (P) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

-£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

13.0 Inflation allowances Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

13.1 Tender inflation #### #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

13.2 Construction inflation #### #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (R) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

-£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

14.0 VAT Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

14.1 VAT #### #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

sub-total (T) -£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

-£                        #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

Calculation Guide

Main contractor's works (J) = (A)+(B)+(C)+(D)+(E)+(F)+(G)+(H)+(I)

Works cost estimate (L) = (J)+(K)

Base cost estimate (O) = (L)+(M)+(N)

Cost limit (excluding inflation) (Q) = (O)+(P)

Cost limit (including inflation) (S) = (Q) + (R) 

Total Forecast Project Cost (U) = (S)+(T)

Total Forecast Project Cost (U)

Cost limit (excluding inflation) (Q)

Cost limit (including inflation) (S)
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

5. Refurbishment Works estimate FE Capital Cost Breakdown

Gross Internal Floor Area (m2) 3,660                      

0.0 Facilitating Works Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

0.1 Facilitating/enabling works 45,150£                  3% 12£              Strip out & demolition

sub-total (A) 45,150£                  3% 12£              

1.0 Substructure Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

1.1 Substructure -£                        0% -£             

sub-total (B) -£                        0% -£             

2.0 Superstructure Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

2.1 Frame -£                        0% -£             

2.2 Upper floors -£                        0% -£             

2.3 Roof -£                        0% -£             

2.4 Stairs and ramps 4,000£                    0% 1£                Include signage work

2.5 External walls 5,000£                    0% 1£                Front of the buidling small revamp 

2.6 Windows and external doors -£                        0% -£             

2.7 Internal walls and partitions 67,012£                  4% 18£              New walls & partitions built

2.8 Internal doors 12,300£                  1% 3£                New doors 

sub-total (C) 88,312£                  5% 24£              

3.0 Internal finishes Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

3.1 Wall finishes 123,753£                7% 34£              

3.2 Floor finishes 116,110£                7% 32£              

3.3 Ceiling finishes 16,750£                  1% 5£                

sub-total (D) 256,613£                15% 70£              

4.0 Fittings, furnishings & equipment Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

4.1 Fittings, furnishings & equipment 543,562£                32% 149£            Includes IT, Furniture, Installation of new furniture

sub-total (E) 543,562£                32% 149£            
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

5. Refurbishment Works estimate FE Capital Cost Breakdown

5.0 Services Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

5.1 Sanitary applications -£                        0% -£             

5.2 Services equipment -£                        0% -£             

5.3 Disposal installations -£                        0% -£             

5.4 Water installations -£                        0% -£             

5.5 Heat source -£                        0% -£             

5.6 Space heating and air conditioning 40,000£                  2% 11£              

5.7 Ventilation -£                        0% -£             

5.8 Electrical installation 70,000£                  4% 19£              Data and electrical wiring

5.9 Fuel installation -£                        0% -£             

5.10 Lift and conveyor installation 70,000£                  4% 19£              Refurbishment of lift

5.11 Fire and lightning protection 25,000£                  1% 7£                

5.12 Comms., security & control systems 11,500£                  1% 3£                

5.13 Specialist installations -£                        0% -£             

5.14 BWIC with services 5,500£                    0% 2£                

sub-total (F) 222,000£                13% 61£              

6.0 Prefab'd buildings & building units Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

6.1 Prefab'd buildings & building units -£                        0% -£             

sub-total (G) -£                        0% -£             

7.0 Work to existing buildings Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

7.1 Work to existing buildings -£                        0% -£             Included above/below.

sub-total (H) -£                        0% -£             

8.0 External works Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

8.1 Site works -£                        0% -£             

8.2 Drainage -£                        0% -£             

8.3 External services -£                        0% -£             

8.4 Other -£                        0% -£             

sub-total (I) -£                        0% -£             

1,155,637£             69% 316£            Main contractor's works (J)
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

5. Refurbishment Works estimate FE Capital Cost Breakdown

9.0 Main contractor's prelims & OH&P Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

9.1 Main contractor's preliminaries 4% 48,000£                  3% 13£              

9.2 Main contractor's OH&P 0% 0% -£             

sub-total (K) 48,000£                  3% 13£              

1,203,637£             72% 329£            

10.0 Project/design team fees Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

10.1 Project Manager 110,000£                7% 30£              

10.2 Contract administrator/Employer's agent -£                        0% -£             

10.3 Architect/designers 20,400£                  1% 6£                

10.4 Quantity surveyor/cost manager 15,600£                  1% 4£                

10.5 Building services engineer (s) 17,400£                  1% 5£                M&E consultant

10.6 Structural engineer 0% -£             

10.7 Principal Designer (CDM Coordinator) 650£                       0% 0£                

10.8 Sequencing/programme advisor 0% -£             

10.9 Environmental consultant 0% -£             

10.10 Asbestos consultant 4,530£                    0% 1£                

10.11 Building Control consultant 0% -£             

10.12 Other (applicant to provide details) 0% -£             

sub-total (M) 168,580£                10% 46£              

11.0 Other development/project costs Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

11.1 Other development/project costs -£                        0% -£             

11.2 Land acquisition -£                        0% -£             

11.3 Employer finance costs -£                        0% -£             

11.4 Fees -£                        0% -£             

11.5 Charges -£                        0% -£             

11.6 Planning contributions -£                        0% -£             

11.7 insurances -£                        0% -£             

11.8 Decanting and relocation costs -£                        0% -£             

11.9 Fittings, furnishings and equipment (direct) 0% -£             

11.10 Site investigations/surveys 0% -£             

11.11 Other (applicant to provide details) 0% -£             

sub-total (N) -£                        0% -£             

1,372,217£             82% 375£            

Works cost estimate (L)

Base cost estimate  (O)
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

5. Refurbishment Works estimate FE Capital Cost Breakdown

12.0 Risk allowances Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

12.1 Design development 0% 0% -£             

12.2 Construction risk 3% 40,783£                  2% 11£              

12.3 Employer change 0% 0% -£             

12.4 Employer other 0% 0% -£             

sub-total (P) 40,783£                  2% 11£              

1,413,000£             84% 386£            

13.0 Inflation allowances Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

13.1 Tender inflation 0% 0% -£             

13.2 Construction inflation 0% 0% -£             

sub-total (R) -£                        0% -£             

1,413,000£             84% 386£            

14.0 VAT Cost % of cost Cost per m2 Comments

14.1 VAT 18% 260,600£                16% 71£              

sub-total (T) 260,600£                16% 71£              

1,673,600£             100% 457£            

Calculation Guide

Main contractor's works (J) = (A)+(B)+(C)+(D)+(E)+(F)+(G)+(H)+(I)

Works cost estimate (L) = (J)+(K)

Base cost estimate (O) = (L)+(M)+(N)

Cost limit (excluding inflation) (Q) = (O)+(P)

Cost limit (including inflation) (S) = (Q) + (R) 

Total Forecast Project Cost (U) = (S)+(T)

Total Forecast Project Cost (U)

Cost limit (excluding inflation) (Q)

Cost limit (including inflation) (S)
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Lee Lucas - Fashion Retail Academy Building Development 2015

6. Terms of reference FE Capital Cost Breakdown

Assumptions / Exclusions / Clarifications

1 Cost estimate The costs were estimated based on the square meters being affected.  Each location was attributed a £/m2 for demolition, 

wall decoration, carpet, M&E alteration, electrical installation and BWIC services

2 Exclusions The project management is not included as Arcadia is providing this free as a main sponsor of the Academy.  

Arcadia is also providing free support in sourcing and tenderign the furniture and IT equipment.
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FASHION RETAIL ACADEMY

MODERNISATION WORKS 2015

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

COST SUMMARY: £ Sqft £/sqft

Ex Vat £1,322,253 39,500 £33.47

Inc Vat £1,586,704 39,500 £40.17

 

Origination Date 20/05/2015
Current Issue Date 02/06/2015



Fashion Retail Academy

Proposed Modernisation Works 2015

Tender Cost Summary - 20/5/15

Area: 39,500 ft2

(£) (£) (£) (£) £/ft2 %

1.00 Main Contract Works

1.01 Basement to 5th Floor Works £513,500 £424,529

1.02 Maintenance Works
Investigate water ingress, allowance for roof repair £12,500 £12,995

1.03 Preliminaries; Site Set Up; Site management etc. £40,000 £566,000 £28,663 q £466,187 £11.80 35.26%

2.00 Services Alterations

2.01 Mechanical £40,000 £40,000 £36,656 q £36,656 £0.93 2.77%

2.02 Electrical Installation £70,000 £86,851
Fire Alarm Replacement £40,000 £42,770
Alarms; alter existing system £2,500 £3,750
CCTV; alter existing system £3,000 inc
Door Entry System £5,000 £120,500 £2,800 q £136,171 £3.45 10.30%

3.00 Direct Orders

3.01 Lighting Supply £42,500 £40,000 q

3.02 Tagging; New system at library (inc people counter) £1,000 £11,000 b

3.03 Signage / Graphics
Signage; Allowance for new internal signage £10,000 £5,970 q
Graphics; Allowance for new internal graphics / vinyl £5,000 £0

3.04 Furniture, Budget Pending Design £200,000 £220,000 b

3.05 IT / DATA / Telecom; Budget Pending Full Brief £225,917 £225,917 b

3.06 Lift Repairs; Budget Pending Tender £70,000 £70,000 b

3.07 Security Guards £20,000 £574,417 £10,000 b £582,887 £14.76 44.08%

4.00 Professional Fees

4.01 Architect (Markwick) £20,000 £17,000 q
4.02 Services Engineer (Oxspring) £15,000 £14,500 q
4.03 Quantity Surveyor (GBF) £10,000 £15,000 q
4.04 CDM Co-Ordinator (GBF) £3,000 £3,000 q
4.05 Asbestos Survey (Tetra) £5,000 £3,790 q
4.06 Maintenance survey (Inviso) £2,500 £650 q
4.07 Approvals £3,000 £1,000 b
4.08 Lift Engineer (J Bashford) excl £58,500 £6,900 q £61,840 £1.57 4.68%

5.00 Contingency (3%) For any elements of Unforeseen Work £40,783 £40,783 £38,512 £38,512 £0.97 2.91%

£1,400,200 £1,400,200 £1,322,253 £33.47 100%
SAY

Total Budget Cost (Excl VAT) £1,400,000

Total Budget Cost (Incl VAT) £1,680,000 £1,586,704 £40.17

Notes:‐

i) Costs exclude Removal of deleterious material (e.g. asbestos)
ii)

iii) Costs exclude Legal Fees and Charges
iv) Assumes on site June 2015
v) q = quote
vi) b  = budget cost

Budget Cost Issued 
6/5/15

Forecast Costs

Works have been calculated as one continuous project.  Costs will have to be re-calculated if works are broken down into various 'mini' projects 







FE Capital Funding and Milestones Schedule

Organisation name: Fashion Retail Academy

Precondition precendents Pre-application design ITT, PEF

Design Architectural and design
Invoices, detailed drawings (previously 

provided at detailed application stage).
62330

Consultation / approvals Contractor initiated ITT, PEF

Implementation 
Refurbishment works to building and 

IT infrastructure

Invoices, receipts, photographs, project 

management, contractors fixed tender 

contract.

538,403 1014474

Retention fee Completion of works
Invoices, receipts, photographs, practical 

completion certificate
5,843 11686

544,246 1,088,490

Funding Summary

Grant Funding Rate #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!#DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!N/A 33% 33% N/A #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

£538,403 £5,843

£1,076,804 £11,686Match

FE Capital Grant

FE Capital Grant Match Funding
Q4 Q4 Q4

2017/18

x

Q2

£0£0 £0 £0£0

Milestones Description of activities Evidence

£0 £0

2015/16

Evaluation (post completion)

Totals

Q1 Q2 Q2

£0 £1,615,207 £0£0 £0£17,529 £0 £0

6
2
3
3
0

x

2016/17

1
7
5
2
9

Q3Q3

£0

2019/20

£0 £0 £0 £0

2018/19

Q4Q4 Q1Q1 Q3Q3Q1Q1 Q2 Q2

1
5
5
2
8
7
7

Q3

X
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